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AT2018cow is a unique transient that stands out due to its relatively fast light-curve, high peak bolometric luminosity, and blue color. These properties
distinguish it from typical radioactively powered core-collapse supernovae (SNe). Instead, the characteristics are more similar to a growing sample of
Fast Blue Optical Transients (FBOTs). Mostly discovered at hundreds of Mpc, FBOT follow-up is usually limited to several photometry points and low
signal-to-noise spectra. At only ~60 Mpc, AT2018cow offers an opportunity for detailed followup. Studies of this object published to date invoke a
number of exotic interpretations for AT2018cow, including Tidal Disruption Events and Magnetars. I will present a new, recently submitted study that
suggests that AT2018cow may be better described as SN undergoing significant, early-time interaction with a dense, nearby Hydrogen poor CSM
shell, similar to some SNe Ibn. I show that while the spectra were dominated by a featureless blue continuum at early times, narrow lines on order of
~1000 km/s begin to emerge by day ~50. I go on to compare AT2018cow to interacting SNe Ibn and transitional IIn, finding a number of noteworthy
similarities, including light-curve rise and fall times, peak magnitude, X-ray light-curves, and spectroscopic properties.
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Comparison of photometry
from AT 2018cow to other SNe,
particularly SNe IIn/Ibn. The
first four plots compare the
optical properties. The last two
plots compare the X-ray and
UV properties. Overall, the
photometry of AT 2018cow is
not all that different from these
interacting SNe.

Various spectral lines in AT 2018cow.
Velocity plots reveal that the helium
are noticeably broader than the narrow
sulfur, oxygen, and H𝛂 lines
originating in the underlying galaxy.
The shaded grey region highlights
±500 km/s. The broader helium lines
likely arise from the shocked material,
similar to other SNe Ibn.

Spectroscopic comparison of
AT 2018cow to several well-
known interacting SNe. In
some cases, we added an
underlying blackbody
component to the comparison
spectra to simulate the hot
photosphere and/or dust found
in AT 2018cow. In general,
SNe Ibn with an underlying
component can replicate most
of the features found in AT
2018cow.


